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FireEye Delivers End-to-End Protection With Next-Generation Endpoint Security and
Managed Defense
Based on more that one million hours of frontline expertise responding to cyber attacks, FireEye offers a comprehensive
endpoint and managed defense solution to simplify how organization stay secure
MILPITAS, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- FireEye, Inc. (NASDAQ: FEYE), the intelligence-led security company, delivers the
industry's only complete endpoint and managed detection and response service backed by the FireEye innovation cycle.
"Organizations are burdened by complexity, under-utilized technology and a shortage of people to staff their security
programs," said Grady Summers, executive vice president and chief technology officer at FireEye. "With our combined
endpoint security solution and Managed Defense, FireEye offers a simple way for customers to increase the effectiveness
of their security programs and protect their organizations with sophisticated defensive capabilities like managed threat
hunting."
Better Together: FireEye® Endpoint Security and Managed Defense™
Every day, FireEye is on the forefront of cyber attacks, conducting investigations, gathering intelligence and tracking
adversaries. FireEye product teams build solutions based on this knowledge, and frontline experts further refine these
solutions in real-world situations. Through this unique, continuous innovation cycle, FireEye Endpoint Security and
Managed Defense come together to meet the challenges of creating a cyber defense solution that functions as a seamless,
on-demand extension of a customer's security operations.
Next Generation Endpoint Security
FireEye Endpoint Security combines endpoint protection technologies (EPP) with endpoint detection and response (EDR)
capabilities to provide one, unified next-generation endpoint security solution. By combining signature-based prevention to
filter out threats from common malware, behavioral based analytics to detect and block advanced threats, and deep
investigation tools to find and remediate threats that lie hidden, customers gain an unparalleled level of endpoint defense.
FireEye Endpoint Security includes the FireEye Helix™ security operations platform, which integrates security tools and
applies threat intelligence, automation and case management to help organizations take control of incidents from alert to fix.
An Evolved Managed Defense
FireEye Managed Defense, formally known as FireEye as a Service™, is a managed detection and response (MDR) service
that incorporates unique FireEye threat intelligence and insights from the frontlines to reveal covert attacker behavior.
Analysts continually test and refine hunting scenarios, creating extensive dossiers detailing attacker targets, motivations,
behavior and tactics.
Through an iterative process of discovery and development, analysts transform hypotheses into protection methodologies.
This combination of industry-recognized frontline expertise and refined methodologies, applied systematically, provides
customers visibility into emerging attack trends and reveals hidden threat activities within their environment.
FireEye Endpoint Security and FireEye Managed Defense are available from authorized FireEye partners worldwide. For
more information please visit www.fireeye.com.
About FireEye, Inc.
FireEye is the intelligence-led security company. Working as a seamless, scalable extension of customer security
operations, FireEye offers a single platform that blends innovative security technologies, nation-state grade threat
intelligence, and world-renowned Mandiant® consulting. With this approach, FireEye eliminates the complexity and burden
of cyber security for organizations struggling to prepare for, prevent, and respond to cyber attacks. FireEye has over 6,600
customers across 67 countries, including more than 45 percent of the Forbes Global 2000.
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